Impact of Smoke Intensity on Size-Resolved Aerosol Composition and Microstructure during the Biomass Burning Season in Northwest Vietnam
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ABSTRACT

Aerosol particles significantly impact the regional environment, including climate change, specifically in periods of extensive biomass burning. The major agricultural and domestic combustion emission sources were assessed in near-source and ambient monitoring campaigns in northwestern Vietnam during the dry season. The composition and microstructure of on-field burning and cooking emissions were analyzed with a variety of techniques. A wide range of observed PM2.5 mass concentrations was categorized according to the smoke level, supported by the evolution of carbon fractions (OC and EC) as well as ionic species and molecular tracers (K⁺, levoglucosan, and mannosan). The OC/EC and individual organic compound ratios on days with high smoke levels indicate smoldering combustion of softwood and other local biomass species, impacting aerosol composition at the regional level. Acid and non-acid carbonyls, carboxylates, and aliphatic carbon functionalities in the PM2.5 size fraction evolved with increasing smoke intensity, together with carbonates in coarse (PM1–2.5 and PM2.5–10) size fractions, indicating a large impact of smoke emissions and soil lifted up by the intense fires. Biomass burning influence increased the abundance of soot and organic particles in the submicron fraction from 12% at low to 59% and 68% at moderate and high smoke levels, respectively. Smoke micromarkers of local biomass burning source emissions determined the microstructure of ambient aerosols representative for northern Southeast Asia.
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INTRODUCTION

Vast amounts of air pollution are produced worldwide by burning of billions of tons of biomass, contributing 42% to the global combustion emissions inventory (Bond et al., 2013). Biomass burning (BB) is increasingly recognized as an important source of multicomponent aerosols. Their physico-chemical properties and cloud-forming potential induce harmful effects on the environment, directly and indirectly impacting the Earth’s radiation balance, and subsequently affecting regional and global climate. Light-absorbing smoke particles warm the upper layer of the troposphere, reducing surface water evaporation and decreasing the convection that is an essential part of the hydrological cycle (Ramanathan et al., 2001). Emissions and properties of BB aerosols are highly source-dependent, and vary considerably between urban and rural regions, depending on burning practice, combustion phase (open flaming vs. smoldering), and type of biomass. Therefore, quantification of BB emissions is in the focus of current research and abatement strategies, especially given that large regional smoke emissions are a result of numerous fires, and the impacts of BB on regional air quality remain rather uncertain.

BB activities in northern Southeast (SE) Asia peak in
February–April and the resulting smoke contributions are comparable to those from anthropogenic emissions (Liu et al., 2003). Monthly-mean values of total carbon emissions during the dry season approach 150 TgC (Tsay et al., 2013). In South Asia, BB contributes to two-thirds of total organic carbon (OC) and about half of elemental carbon (EC) (Gustafsson et al., 2009). In Vietnam, deforestation remains a crucial problem, and agricultural activities include crop (e.g., cassava and corn) and sugar cane pre-harvest burning. Traditional biomass, especially wood, is the dominant energy source for most rural households due to low cost and easy accessibility. Cooking and garbage burning, such as of household waste and garden leaves, are common as well.

Numerous studies have investigated BB impacts on ambient aerosol mass and composition (e.g., Reid et al., 2005; Jaffe et al., 2008; Engling et al., 2011; Chuang et al., 2013). Distinct regional characteristics in BB smoke have been observed, suggesting that local emissions dominate aerosol chemistry (Lim et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2013), while transport and mixing of BB aerosol from upwind sources is commonly observed as well (e.g., Zhang et al., 2012). OC and EC were found to be the main components comprising the aerosol mass during BB events (Amiridis et al., 2012; Popovicheva et al., 2014a). Characterization of organic compounds in ambient aerosols has revealed the extent to which different sources impact particulate matter (PM) concentrations (Coury and Dillner, 2009). Major organic components of BB smoke were found to be monosaccharide derivatives (anhysugars) from the thermal breakdown of cellulose, accompanied by aliphatic and oxygenated compounds (Simoneit et al., 1999). Molecular tracers such as levoglucosan and potassium ions confirm the impact of BB activities on ambient aerosol (Engling et al., 2014; Ho et al., 2014). Aside from the carbonaceous components, up to 17% of smoke PM mass may be of mineral origin, dominated by alkali, alkali earth, chlorides and sulfates (Reid et al., 2005; Samsonov et al., 2012). Aging processes, as typically occurring during long-range transport, may significantly change the composition of smoke aerosol at down-wind receptor sites (Posfai et al., 2003; Diapouli et al., 2014).

Knowledge of the chemical composition of size-segregated ambient aerosol is essential to assess aerosol impacts on climate (Ramanathan et al., 2001). Submicron carbonaceous aerosols are of particular concern in respect to environmental change and public health, because they mainly originate from anthropogenic and wildfire sources, and may interact effectively with sunlight (Andrews et al., 2000; Lim et al., 2012). Size-resolved BB chemical composition analysis has demonstrated that the molecular tracers peak in the fine mode of ambient aerosols (Chen et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). Measurements of PM emissions from ten biomass fires showed that potassium ions, chlorides, and sulfates are the dominant inorganic species in the fine mode, while calcium ions are an important component in coarse particles (Park et al., 2013).

High heterogeneity in the aerosol composition observed at microscopic level requires individual particle characterization with respect to morphology and elemental composition (Posfai et al., 2003; Niemi et al., 2006). Seventeen particle types were distinguished in ambient air affected by different combustion sources in the study by Xie et al. (2005). Using cluster analyses, several K and Cl-containing groups were found with high abundance in particles from flaming fires, whereas mineral, Si-rich, and light-element particle groups were predominant in the smoke released during the smoldering phase (Liu et al., 2000). A higher abundance of soot agglomerates was observed in flaming fires, while organic particles dominated in smoldering phase emissions, demonstrating a strong dependence of smoke microstructure on combustion temperature (Popovicheva et al., 2015). During an extreme BB event, ambient carbonaceous particles and fly ash exhibited the microstructure of smoke in good agreement with elevated OC and EC fractions (Popovicheva et al., 2014a). BB aerosol released during these wildfires, which was subject to long-range transport, was found to be enhanced in dust groups, comprised of calcium sulfates and carbonates, due to soil entrainment during such intensive fires (Diapouli et al., 2014).

Initiated in 2007, the Seven South-East Asian Studies (7-SEAS) campaign included the Biomass-Burning Aerosols in SE Asia: Smoke Impact Assessment (BASE-ASIA) study (Lin et al., 2013) and seeks to perform interdisciplinary research in the field of aerosol-environment and climate interactions in SE Asia, particularly focusing on the impact of BB on cloud processes, atmospheric radiation, and regional climate (Huang et al., 2013; Tsay et al., 2013). One of the main goals of the 7-SEAS campaign is to characterize the chemical, physical, and optical properties of BB aerosols produced by extensive anthropogenic activities in SE Asia.

This paper reports results from measurements during the 2013 BASE-ASIA campaign with focus on physico-chemical properties of aerosols in the dry season in Son La Province, northwest Vietnam, affected by biomass burning activities, including agricultural and domestic combustion sources. We specifically conducted the characterization of near-source emissions from traditional burning activities (on-field burning and domestic cooking) in order to identify the bulk components comprising the resulting smoke aerosol and major groups in the smoke microstructure. We relate the characteristics of size-segregated aerosol to the ambient aerosol loadings, classified as low, moderate, and high smoke levels, with respect to the evolution of aerosol chemistry and microstructure from the BB emission sources into the ambient atmosphere.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Measurement Campaign**

The measurement campaign was conducted at a meteorological observation station in Son La Province, northwestern Vietnam (21.33°N, 103.9°E) during 24 February–8 April, 2013. The station was located on a hill at 675 m above sea level (a.s.l.) in the outskirts of Son La city. A MetOne BAM Continuous Particle Monitor in NASA’s SMART-COMMIT mobile laboratory was used for measurements of PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration (http://smar tlabs.gsfc.nasa.gov; Tsay et al., 2013). Assuming that the measured PM level may be substantially impacted by BB
activities we ascribe the PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations $\leq 40$ µg m$^{-3}$ to low smoke intensity, while moderate smoke is in the range from 40 to 80 µg m$^{-3}$ and in the high smoke periods PM$_{2.5}$ was found to be higher than 80 µg m$^{-3}$. Size-segregated aerosol particles were collected using a 3-stage cascade impactor (PM$_{10}$, Dekati Ltd.) with a flow rate of 30 L min$^{-1}$, providing three size fractions. Coarse particles (2.5–10 µm and 1–2.5 µm aerodynamic equivalent diameter) were collected on two separate impaction substrates, 25 mm in diameter, while fine particles (< 1 µm, PM$_{1}$), were collected on 47 mm filters at the bottom of the impactor. For microscopic and FTIR analyses, Cu foil was used as impaction substrate, covered by a thin layer of oil (oleic acid) to reduce particle bounce. FTIR spectra of oiled substrates were measured before sampling for quantification of oiling impact on sample chemistry. To assess the effect of the oil coating on quantitative particle composition measurement, on selected days with similar PM mass concentrations oil was not used. In this case, the particle size was assessed by SEM/EDX analysis, in order to be able to compare particles in the size range according to the cutoff diameter of a given impaction stage. For microscopic analyses, samples were collected for approximately one hour, resulting in visible spots on the foil substrates which represented loadings suitable for direct measurements under an electron beam. For FTIR analyses, the samples were collected for about 24 hours. Quartz fiber filters (Tissuquartz 2500 QAT-UP, PALL Corp.) were used as substrates in the Dekati cascade impactor for subsequent chemical analyses. Dekati impaction stages for the 2.5 and 1 µm cut offs have an adequate jet to plate distance to allow close to nominal impaction characteristics even for quartz fiber filters which, due to their thickness in other cases, have been found unsuitable as impaction substrates. In addition, particles equal to or less than 2.5 µm in diameter (PM$_{2.5}$) were collected on quartz fiber and Teflon membrane filters (Teflo, PALL Corp.) by a MiniVol sampler (Airmetrics) at a flow rate of 5 L min$^{-1}$. To investigate the time dependence of smoke properties, on selected days PM$_{2.5}$ samples were collected for 12 hours, reflecting day and night time. Numerous fires on agricultural fields, gardens, houses, and small cooking places were observed around the station during the entire measurement campaign, as shown Fig. 1(a). For source emissions characterization, the major types of BB in Son La Province were identified. The most common agricultural practice was cutting off the crowns of forests on the surrounding hills and subsequent burning of the fallen trees, followed by sowing of rice or corn on the fields covered by ash. Another common practice was the burning of piled crop residues, with the motivation to return the

Fig. 1. a) Images of surroundings of the Son La weather/measurement station. Major BB sources in Son La Province in February–March are on-field burning of b) cassava root and c) corn and bushes. d) Large-scale geographical characterization of the Son La site, including the three regions of Indochina, South China Sea and South China denoting distinct BB source regions, corresponding to air mass trajectory analysis sectors.
nutrients to the soil and control weeds and pests. Moreover, traditional stoves were used in most residential homes for indoor or outdoor cooking.

Near-source sampling was performed on fields during typical agricultural residue burning and near cooking places. On the field, crop residues (e.g., cassava root and corn/bushes) were burned, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Wood logs (obtained from local forests) were used for indoor cooking in a traditional stove, and Dimocarpus longan wood was burned in outdoor stoves as well as in outdoor fires. In addition, Dimocarpus longan leaves were burned in a garden. All near-source smoke particles were collected on quartz fiber filters by a MiniVol sampler equipped with a PM2.5 size-selective inlet. An overview of the near-source emission samples is presented in Table 1.

In addition to characterization of biomass burning sources from the area surrounding the station the long-range transport from the wider regions of SE Asia, where extensive biomass burning for agricultural practices is known to take place, was examined by means of air mass back trajectories. Back trajectories at starting heights of 300, 500 and 1000 meters a.s.l. were calculated 3 times a day for every 24-hour sampling period. In that assumption that transport within the continental boundary layer would be the most influential on observed concentrations. The HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model (Draxler and Rolph, 2013) was used for the calculations.

**Bulk Analyses**

OC and EC in the PM1, PM1–2.5, and PM2.5–10 samples were determined by the thermal-optical transmittance (TOT) method using a Sunset carbon analyzer (Lab OC-EC Aerosol Analyzer, Sunset Laboratory, Inc.). A NIOSH-like thermal protocol (NIOSH, 1999), with a maximum temperature of 840°C in the He-mode, was applied. PM1–2.5 and PM2.5–10 aerosol fractions were collected in 60 and 42 spots, respectively, due to the geometry of the corresponding impaction stages of the Dekati impactor. Punches to be analyzed were cut in a carefully designed manner so that the laser beam employed for charring correction illuminated one or more of the sample spots and a quantitative signal change was observed in every thermogram. In addition to EC and OC, carbonate carbon (CC) was determined by manual integration of the sharp peak occurring during the transition to the maximum temperature step in the inert analysis by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectrometry, in order to determine the functional groups of organic and inorganic compounds. A Shimadzu IRPrestige-21 spectrometer was used in the diffuse reflectance mode. Spectra were measured at 4 cm⁻¹ resolution in the

<p>| Table 1. Carbon fractions (OC, EC) and ion concentrations (in µg m⁻³), OC/EC ratios, and levoglucosan (Lev) to mannosan (Man) ratios in smoke released during on-field burning and cooking emissions. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OC</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>OC/EC</th>
<th>Lev/Man</th>
<th>Mg²⁺</th>
<th>Ca²⁺</th>
<th>SO₄²⁻</th>
<th>NO₃⁻</th>
<th>PO₄³⁻</th>
<th>Na⁺</th>
<th>HCOO⁻</th>
<th>CH₃COO⁻</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>On-field burning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cassava root</td>
<td>3802</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corn and bushes</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longan leaves</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood indoors</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood outdoor stove</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood outdoors</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
wavenumber range from 4000 to 500 cm\(^{-1}\). In case of PM\(_{2.5}\) samples collected on Teflon filters, spectral bands with wave numbers less than 1380 cm\(^{-1}\) were not considered because of the strong absorption of the filter material itself.

To address the possible inhomogeneity of the sample loading, spectra were collected from five different spots of each sample. If four out of five spectra demonstrated the same absorption bands, we considered these bands as the representative spectrum for the entire sample.

IR Solution software was applied to subtract the FTIR spectrum of oiled blank substrates, to correct the baseline absorbance as well as to perform the Kubelka Munk (KM) conversion of the reflectance spectrum into one which is proportional to the sample concentration (Deb and Verma, 2010). Identification of absorption bands was carried out according to the Shimadzu FTIR database and Coates’ practical approach (Coates and Reffner, 2000), as well as using authentic chemical standards. The absorption areas of the most prominent and frequently appearing functional groups were determined in PM\(_{1.25}\) and PM\(_{2.5-10}\) size fractions of 15 samples collected by the Dekati impactor, and in the PM\(_{2.5}\) size fraction of 30 samples collected by the MiniVol sampler. Assuming that the chemical compounds providing each functional group do not change markedly from day to day, the relative concentrations of functionalities can be inferred from their relative absorbance areas (Laurent and Allen, 2004). Each functional group absorbance area per m\(^3\) of air sampled in a given day was normalized by the total absorbance area per m\(^3\) of this group taken for all samples collected during the measurement campaign in each size fraction separately. Thus, the relative concentration of each functionality was determined during the entire sampling period.

**Individual Particle Analysis**

Source and ambient samples were examined using a LEO 1430-vp (Karl Zeiss) field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a spatial resolution of 7 nm, equipped with an Oxford energy dispersive detector (INCA). Energy dispersion X-ray (EDX) spectra for Z elements (Z ≥ 5) were recorded in SEM image mode. Samples were studied in the high vacuum mode at 10 kV acceleration voltage and a beam current of 1 nA. The detailed procedure was described elsewhere (Bladt et al., 2012; Popovicheva et al., 2012). Briefly, approximately 500–1000 individual particles with a diameter from 0.1 to 1 µm, from 1 to 2.5 µm, and from 2.5 to 10 µm were measured for the PM\(_{1}\), PM\(_{1.25}\) and PM\(_{2.5-10}\) size fractions, respectively. This number was considered to be sufficient for obtaining a representative overview of groups and types of particles (Liu et al., 2000; Bladt et al., 2012). In the PM\(_{2.5}\) samples from on-field burning and cooking emissions the size range of measured particles was from 0.1 to 2.5 µm. Since highly irregular and agglomerated shapes of particles prevent the size distribution to be obtained from SEM images, the averaged size of individual particles was measured using their projected area equivalent diameters.

EDX analysis yielded a data matrix containing C, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca Ti, and Fe elements at the measured weight concentrations above the detection limit (0.1 wt%). Cluster analysis was applied for separation of individual particles into characteristic groups of similar chemical composition using the software Deductor. Details of the theoretical approach are described elsewhere (Popovicheva et al., 2012). Groups were separated with an average composition as close as possible to physico-chemically identifiable particle types. Naming of particle groups was based on both morphological features and most abundant elements after C and O.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Source Emissions Characterization**

Concentrations of OC and EC, as well as OC/EC ratios in on-field and cooking emissions from wood log, cassava root, and leave burning are presented in Table 1. Numerous biomass burning studies show the typical OC/EC for combustion emissions of various biomass species, which depend not only on fuel type but especially also on burning conditions (Reid et al., 2005). On days with substantial smoke impact in Moscow during August 2010, we observed high OC/EC ratios with an average value of 27, comparable with that observed for smoldering burns of regional biomass (Popovicheva et al., 2014a). Fundamental studies in a combustion chamber under controlled conditions provide an effective way for assessing the range of OC/EC ratios specific for each combustion phase (Popovicheva et al., 2015). Elemental carbon particles from Siberian biomass flaming fires comprised a high fraction in total carbon, represented in low OC/EC ratio near 0.5. On the other hand, smoldering fires produced exclusively organic particles with high OC/EC ratios in the range from 34 to 194 (Popovicheva et al., 2015). Thus, small OC/EC ratios around unity are indicative for flaming phase combustion, while higher values are characteristic for smoldering burns. The OC/EC ratios found for on-field and cooking emissions around 4.0 and 19 indicate little open flaming and mixed combustion with significant impact of the smoldering phase, respectively, in accordance with visual observations. Various individual organic compounds, including molecular tracers for biomass burning (i.e., the anhydrosugars levoglucosan and mannosan), were quantified in the source emissions. The relative abundance of levoglucosan (Lev) and mannosan (Man), expressed as the Lev/Man ratio, has been used to indicate specific types of biomass subjected to burning (Engling et al., 2009; Fabbri et al., 2009). The Lev/Man ratios in the smoke particles derived from the field burns and cooking were in the range from 11 to 18 (Table 1), providing a fingerprint for these specific locally used biomass species.

FTIR spectroscopy provides the relative abundance of functional groups representing various organic compounds in the entire aerosol composition. Fig. 2(a) shows the FTIR spectra of particles in the size fraction less than 2.5 µm in on-field and cooking emissions. The prominent absorption bands are related to aliphatic C-C-H (2922–2850 cm\(^{-1}\)), acid carbonyl C(=O)OH, non-acid carbonyl C=O (1660–1800 cm\(^{-1}\)) and carboxylic acid carbonyl RC(=O)O (1650–1580 cm\(^{-1}\)) groups. Non-acid carboxyls in ketone- and aldehyde-containing compounds are typically emitted as breakdown
products of lignin during combustion (Simoneit et al., 1993). Carboxylate carboxyls are associated with the most hygroscopic functionality of RCOO⁻ ions in carboxylic acids and their salts. The dominant abundance of carboxylate ions in these source emissions is confirmed by ion measurements, demonstrating relatively high concentrations of acetate (CH₃COO⁻) ions in comparison with inorganic ions such as SO₄²⁻, NO₃⁻, PO₄³⁻, Na⁺, Ca²⁺, and Mg²⁺ (Table 1). Asymmetric N–O stretches in nitro compounds (near 1514 cm⁻¹) as well as hydroxyl C–OH (3100–3600 cm⁻¹) groups (not shown in Fig. 2(a) can be noted as specific features of on-field smoldering emission.

From cluster analysis of individual particle composition and combined morphological information, groups of particles according to smoke microstructure were obtained for cooking and on-field burning PM₂.₅ emissions (Fig. 3). In wood log smoke released from stove combustion during typical indoor cooking practices, the particles containing mainly C and O with negligible amounts of other elements (< 3 wt%) are assigned to Group Organic/Soot. The abundance of this group was found to be as high as 90.5%, being a feature of biomass combustion with small mineral impurities in the biomass (Popovicheva et al., 2015). Some particles in this group show liquid-like amorphous morphology of organic aerosols (Fig. 4.1), forming due to gas-particle condensation of volatile compounds evolved during low-temperature smoldering (Reid et al., 2005). The other particles in this group are soot particles encapsulated with organic species (Fig. 4.2), also observed in emissions from small-scale flaming wood combustion (Osan et al., 2002). Thus, the morphology of cooking-emitted particles indicates both phases of combustion during typical domestic practices. In on-field emissions from burning cassava roots, the abundance of Group Organic was found to be near 58%. Besides typical amorphous organic particles, we observed perfect spherical particles (Fig. 4.3), termed “tar balls”
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Fig. 3. Grouping of particles from a) stove cooking and b) on-field cassava root burning emissions. Naming, relative abundance, and averaged weight percentage of elements in each group are indicated.

Tar balls are believed to be formed due to bimolecular homogeneous nucleation of organic matter with water vapor in the smoldering phase during biomass combustion.

Trace elements in biomass such as Ca, Si, Mg, Al, S, Fe, K, P, Cl, Na, Mn, and Ti are typically also found in BB smoke (Reid et al., 2005). They produce the Group Ca, Si, and Fe-rich in irregularly shaped particles, where Ca, Si, and Fe are the most abundant elements after C (Fig. 3). In cooking emission, fly ash groups comprise less than 10% of all particles, where calcium oxide, silicon, and iron oxides are predominant (Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6). A small amount of soil particles was also found in Group Si and Fe-rich of aluminosilicates. In on-field burning emissions, Group Si and Fe-rich was significantly increased due to appearance of various aluminosilicates such as kaolinite $\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4$, K- and Fe-aluminosilicates. This may be due to impact of soil particles suspended by hot convection during combustion of fuels in contact with the ground (Kavouras et al., 2012), because fire produces an upward gas flow through the soil layer, entraining clay, quartz, and other minerals (Samsonov et al., 2012). Moreover, in on-field burning emissions we found Group S-rich and K,Cl-rich which is frequently observed in mixed fires (Liu et al., 2000; Osan et al., 2002; Popovicheva et al., 2015). These species are generated due to condensation of sulfates and potassium chlorides after volatile inorganic compounds are vaporized and smoke has cooled. Approximately half of Group S-rich contained only S, C and O, indicating that sulfuric acid condensed on carbonaceous particles, while the other half of these particles was composed of potassium and calcium sulfates (Fig. 4.7). Two thirds of the particles in
Group K,Cl-rich were potassium chloride crystallohydrates which do not contain C (Fig. 4.9), while the others are KCl salts immersed in the carbonaceous matrix (Fig. 4.8).

**PM Evolution and Aerosol Composition during BB Period**
Combustion emissions in SE Asia typically peak in spring when the most intense biomass burning activity occurs. A typical view from the Son La measurement site is shown in Fig. 1(a). Evolution of PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations at the Son La site during February – April is shown in Fig. 5. As high PM mass concentrations are typically related to BB in this region (Huang et al., 2013; Tsay et al., 2013), the entire 2013 spring measurement campaign could be considered as a BB period. The PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations exceeded the WHO (World Health Organization) 24h guideline value of 25 µg m$^{-3}$ on 41 of the total 44 measurement days during the study period, indicating the measured PM levels to be substantially impacted by BB activities. The average PM$_{2.5}$ concentration in Son La was comparable with that (51 ± 32 µg m$^{-3}$) previously reported in the dry season for a rural site at Tamdao, north of Hanoi (Co et al., 2014).

PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations ranged from relatively low values of 40 to high values in excess of 80 µg m$^{-3}$, associated with smoke of low to high intensity, as shown in Fig. 5.

When the air mass origin of the aerosol observed at Son La is taken into account, the levels of PM$_{2.5}$ mass and carbonaceous particles in the fine fraction can be better understood. According to the air mass residence time in the extended region of SE Asia the aerosol origin is categorized
into three meaningful geographic areas, as shown in Fig. 1(e): South China, where apart from BB other sources such as industry may be active, the area of Indochina where extensive BB occurs and the South China Sea region, where minimum anthropogenic impact is expected. The periods where the major influence is traced to those three areas are marked with different colors in Fig. 5. We can conclude that the Indochina region can as a whole be responsible for an increase in the PM$_{2.5}$ and carbonaceous aerosol fractions by as much as a factor of 3, while the influence from South China was moderate. Background (with respect to biomass burning) concentrations of observed aerosols can be ascribed to times when the air mass origin was from the South China Sea, because it is a marine region. Concentrations at the Son La site are still higher than the WHO limit and are considered to represent the local or regional burden influenced by sources in the surrounding valleys.

The proposed parametrization of the PM mass concentrations is supported by the evolution of aerosol constituents in relation to smoke intensity. Fig. 5 shows OC mass concentrations in PM$_1$ (OC$_1$) which are well correlated with smoke evolution, comprising around 30% of PM$_{2.5}$. This finding is in good agreement with the typical carbonaceous nature of BB emissions, showing a clear dominance of OC mass fractions (up to 50%) specifically from smoldering burns (e.g., Alves et al., 2010). Particularly in controlled small-scale fires with limited environmental and soil impacts, OC may approach 67% of PM mass due to condensation of volatilized organics in the smoldering phase (McMeeking et al., 2009). The EC fraction in PM$_1$ (EC$_1$) during the BB season was found to be low in comparison with OC$_1$, yet it correlated well with total PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations (Fig. 5). As large EC fractions are typically associated with the flaming phase, low EC$_1$ levels indicate smoldering phase combustion to be dominant during the entire measurement period, characterized by agricultural and domestic burning activities in Son La Province.

Numerous laboratory combustion studies, simulating small-scale fires, have demonstrated carbonaceous particles to be emitted predominantly in the submicron particle range (Hedberg et al., 2002; Wardoyo et al., 2007; Levin et al., 2010). Ambient measurements also revealed the dominance of fine aerosols affected by wildfires with high concentrations of OC and EC (Herckes et al., 2006; Amiridis et al., 2012). In our study the coarser OC fractions, i.e., those in PM$_{1-2.5}$ (OC$_{1-2.5}$) and PM$_{2.5-10}$ (OC$_{2.5-10}$), were found to be much lower than OC$_1$ during the majority of high smoke days, demonstrating that the carbonaceous particles are almost entirely present in the fine particle fraction during the BB period.

OC/EC ratios are widely used to describe the impact of BB on aerosol chemistry (Reid et al., 2005). Typically, ratios of OC/EC between 4 and 33 are associated with wildfires according to studies conducted in different regions across the globe (Reid et al., 2005; Jaffe et al., 2008), with higher values being associated with smoldering combustion. We found average OC/EC ratios in PM$_1$ to be 7.6 on days of low smoke and up to 18.3 during high smoke periods (Fig. 6), indicating that smoldering fires were predominant during the dry season in Son La Province. Interestingly, in PM$_{1-2.5}$

\[ \text{Fig. 5. Concentrations of PM}_{2.5} \text{ mass, OC}_1, \text{OC}_{1-2.5}, \text{and EC}_1 \text{ in PM}_1 \text{ and PM}_{1-2.5} \text{ during the entire sampling period. The levels of smoke intensity are indicated according to PM}_{2.5} \text{ mass concentrations.} \]
and PM$_{2.5-10}$ the OC/EC ratios were even higher than in fine particles (Fig. 6). This may be the consequence of additional OC production from oxidation of fire-produced precursor gases in the atmosphere, leading to the formation of secondary organic aerosols (SOA) (Blando and Turpin, 2000; Engling et al., 2006), along with contributions from biogenic emissions, such as fungal spores (Zhang et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012).

In Fig. 6 the air mass origin is again highlighted with respect to the evolution of OC/EC ratios and carbonate levels. The most intense episodes with higher concentrations coinciding with transport from Indochina display the most extreme values of OC/EC ratios. Another interesting finding is the appearance of carbonates only during these events of high smoke, presumably related to large-scale agricultural fires from the wider region. This is in agreement with recent findings (Diapouli et al., 2014), when long-range transported smoke from large-scale fires included carbonate salts due to strong thermal convection.

Water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) concentrations are often used as indicator for photochemical oxidation of OC, leading to SOA formation, while a portion of WSOC can be of primary nature as well, as various oxygenated organic compounds are released directly into the atmosphere from biogenic sources and biomass burning activities. Ambient WSOC concentrations measured in PM$_1$ (Fig. 7) during this study constituted a substantial fraction (81% on average) of OC. The significant presence of polar organic species is also reflected in the high correlation ($R^2 = 0.88$) between WSOC and OC concentrations, with important implications for climate forcing via the indirect aerosol effect.

Parametrization of smoke intensity during the BB period is useful for quantification of functional groups in ambient aerosols collected during days of similar smoke levels. Representative FTIR spectra are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 8. The prominent absorption bands of acid and non-acid carboxyls, carboxylates, and aliphatic carbon during the whole BB period are similar to those in the on-field and cooking emissions (Fig. 2(a)). Non-acidic carboxyls in addition to carboxylic acid groups were previously found in forest fire emissions and were assigned to aldehyde/ketone, ester/lactone, and acid anhydride groups (Russell et al., 2009). A band of aliphatic carbon in low smoke periods may be a feature of the urban background, because alkanes dominate functionalities of diesel emissions (Popovicheva et al., 2014b). The band of ammonium NH$^+$ (3350–3100 cm$^{-1}$) is prominent in ambient aerosols.

The absorption areas per m$^3$ of air sampled for the individual functional groups were determined for each day. The relative concentrations for each functional group, normalized based on the total absorbance area per m$^3$ during the whole BB period, are shown in Fig. 9 for PM$_{2.5}$, PM$_{1.2.5}$, and PM$_{2.5-10}$ size fractions. In PM$_{2.5}$ all organic functionalities increase throughout the study period, correlating well with the smoke levels and OC evolution. Conversely, the relative concentrations of ammonium are not well correlated with the smoke intensity, indicating regional source influence other than from BB.
Organic functionalities in coarse particles were prominent in both size fractions (Fig. 8), while their relative concentrations are not well correlated with the smoke levels (Fig. 9). Since the PM$_{2.5}$ size fraction includes particles in the range from 1 to 2.5 $\mu$m, we conclude that the organic compounds of smoke origin can be for the most part categorized as submicron particles, according to the largest OC concentrations measured in PM$_1$. Organic compounds in supermicron particles may have additional sources such as SOA and microbial activities, as mentioned above. The other prominent bands of C-N-H in amines (near 1550 cm$^{-1}$) on days of low smoke can be assigned to biogenic functional groups (Coury and Dillner, 2009), and were consequently absent in high smoke periods.

Dust functionalities are specific features of coarse particles. Fig. 8 shows the prominent band of silicate ions (SiO$_4^{2-}$) in various aluminosilicates with the variable position near 1000 cm$^{-1}$, and their presence in the PM$_{2.5-10}$ size fraction was confirmed by TOT measurements of carbonates in form of carbonate carbon (CC, Fig. 6). Relative concentrations of carbonates are increasing from low to high smoke (Fig. 9), correlating well with the OC evolution (Fig. 6), thus showing the impact of re-suspended soil particles during intensive agricultural fires on the composition of coarse ambient aerosols.

The SO$_4^{2-}$ absorption band (580–700 cm$^{-1}$) was well identified together with those of NH$_4^{+}$ in coarse particles (Fig. 8). The lack of correlation with the smoke levels indicates the predominance of regional sources for sulfates and ammonium, in addition to emissions from local industry. As reported by Huang et al. (2013), only 30–40% of the sulfur deposition in Vietnam originates from domestic sources, with the rest contributed mainly by southern China and Thailand.

Enhancement of the ambient concentrations of BB tracers (levoglucosan and K$^+$ ion) by two orders of magnitude indicates strong influence from BB emissions resulting in a regional smoke haze episode. The BB tracer size distributions are characterized by a unimodal pattern peaking in the particle size range of 0.4–1.0 $\mu$m (Zhang et al., 2015). For ambient aerosol during the BB period we found that the levoglucosan and K$^+$ ion concentrations in PM$_1$ correlated well with each other ($R^2 = 0.91$) and with PM$_{2.5}$ mass evolution (Fig. 10), supporting the smoke parametrization during the entire BB period. The ambient concentrations of the two BB tracers (levoglucosan and K$^+$) in PM$_1$ were in the range of 0.19 to 2.79 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ and 0.20 to 2.00 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$, respectively, with average values of 1.22 and 0.95 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$. The relative contributions of levoglucosan and K$^+$ to PM$_1$ mass were 2.2% and 1.7%, respectively, similar to previous observations between 0.5% and 6% of PM depending on biomass type (Reid et al., 2005; Alves et al., 2010). An average K$^+/EC$ ratio of 0.2 obtained during the high smoke period was between the values for smoldering and flaming fires obtained during a recent regional-scale biomass burning episode (Popovicheva et al., 2014a), and in good agreement with values reported from previous biomass burning studies (Andreae, 1983).

An additional molecular BB tracer, mannosan (derived from the thermal decomposition of hemicellulose), showed the same temporal pattern as levoglucosan, as evidenced in the high correlation ($R^2 = 0.98$) between the ambient concentrations of the two tracers. Moreover, the relative abundance of these two anhydrosugars (expressed in form of the Lev/Man ratio) can be used as indicator of the biomass type that produced the smoke particles. Based on Lev/Man ratios from previously reported source emission studies and the results from the near-source measurements of locally average Lev/Man ratio of 14.6 in PM$_1$ indicates a mix of
Fig. 8. FTIR spectra of coarse particles in a) PM$_{1-2.5}$, and b) PM$_{2.5-10}$ size fraction of ambient aerosols.

Fig. 9. Relative concentrations of NH$_4^+$, aliphatic C-C-H, carbonyl C=O and C(O)O, carboxylate RC(O)O, CO$_3^{2-}$, and SO$_4^{2-}$ in PM$_{2.5}$, PM$_{1-2.5}$, and PM$_{2.5-10}$ size fractions during low, moderate, and high smoke periods.
burned species in Son La Province (see section 3.1), the hard wood and grasses/straw with minor contributions from softwood burning as the sources for the sampled BB aerosol. Overall, the significant impact of BB emissions on fine aerosol during the study period was demonstrated by the strong correlation between ambient PM1 levels of levoglucosan and OC as well as WSOC ($R^2 = 0.94$ and 0.84, respectively).

**Smoke Microstructure**

*Morphology and Elemental Composition*

Ambient aerosols collected during the BB period in Son La Province exhibited a large variability of sizes and morphological types, including spherical, chain, and crystalline mineral particles. Organic particles were frequently found in roughly spherical or liquid-like shape, while soot can be clearly distinguished by chain agglomerates of ultrafine primary particles. Fly ash and dust were observed with solid irregular shapes of round and euhedral morphology similar to those particles found in on-field and cooking source emissions.

Fig. 11(a) shows the elemental composition of individual particles collected on days of similar smoke levels for each PM size, showing consistent carbonaceous character, i.e., particles containing mainly C and O. In fine particles (PM1) the C content increased with smoke intensity from 30 to 80%, clearly demonstrating BB as a major source of elevated PM concentrations. On the other hand, the O abundance decreased from 42 to 18% between low and high smoke periods, indicating that particles were more oxidized in low smoke periods than the relatively fresher smoke particles observed during high smoke days, likely due to the abundance of local biomass burning emissions. Only Si and S impacted the mass of fine aerosols (besides C and O), at 5 and 10 wt%, respectively. However, in coarse particles (PM1.25 and PM2.5–10 size fractions) trace elements such as Mg, Al, Ca, and Fe, as well as Si and S, comprised 1 to 10% of the total PM mass, representing fly ash and dust.

Individual particle analyses showed the highly heterogeneous distribution of elements over particles in the size-segregated ambient aerosols (Fig. 11(b)). In the PM1 fraction Mg, Al, Si, Ca, S, and K were found to be the most frequently distributed elements after C and O, which were even more abundant in low smoke periods. In contrast, in the PM1.25 and PM2.5–10 fractions the opposite pattern was observed: smoke impacted mostly the coarse particles by an increased abundance of these trace elements. This finding was prominent for sulfur content which was influenced by other sources different from local biomass combustion, as discussed above.

**Grouping of Size-Segregated Aerosols**

Based on composition and morphology analysis, distinct types of aerosols such as soot, tar balls, and organic particles with inorganic inclusions dominated by potassium and sulfates were previously identified in fire emissions (Posfai et al., 2003; Hand et al., 2005). Our SEM/EDX analyses show carbonaceous particles internally/externally mixed with inorganic fly ash and dust comprising smoke-influenced aerosol during the BB period in Son La Province. Groups of particles obtained by cluster analyses are presented for low, moderate, and high smoke in Fig. 12.
In low smoke periods, Group S-rich was found to be most abundant in the fine fraction, accounting for 62.1% of PM$_1$ particle number. Around 44% of this group was composed of sulfates condensed on carbonaceous particles due to coagulation and heterogeneous nucleation. 20% of Group S-rich were sulfates mixed with K, Ca, Mg - aluminosilicates, while the remaining part were Ca, Mg, and K - containing salts. The representative micrographs of this group are shown in Fig. 13. In coarse fractions the types of sulfates are the same but one of the sulfate salts condensed on carbonaceous particles is half as abundant.

Group Si-rich is next in respect to abundance after S-rich in low smoke, clearly demonstrating dust impact. Especially in the PM$_{2.5-10}$ fraction Si-rich particles approach 43.4% and are composed of various K, Ca, Mg, Fe-aluminosilicates of soil origin (Fig. 13). In the fine PM$_1$ fraction this group is also mixed with sulfur.

The abundance of Group Soot/Organic is consistently
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**Fig. 11.** a) Averaged weight percentages of elements and b) abundance of elements over particles during low, moderate, and high smoke periods of PM$_1$, PM$_{1-2.5}$ and PM$_{2.5-10}$ size fractions. Elements with an abundance of less than 2%, such as Na and F, are not shown.
higher in the fine particle microstructure than in coarse particles. During days of low smoke only 12% of aerosols have the morphology and composition of soot and organic particles, which roughly resembles background conditions. In urban environments of megacities approximately 17% of all ambient particles were found to belong to Group Soot/Organic, being mainly of traffic origin (Diapouli et al., 2014; Popovicheva et al., 2014b). Representative micrographs of the soot agglomerates in Fig. 13 depict diesel engine emissions from Son La city. Groups with Ca and Fe being predominant after C and O, containing calcium oxides, sulfates, and Ca-aluminosilicates as well as iron sulfates and Fe-aluminosilicates, were less abundant. The smallest Group Na and Mg-rich with chloride/sulfates were found during days of low smoke.

With increasing smoke intensity, the abundance of Group Soot/Organic was strongly enlarged to 59% and 68% in moderate and high smoke, respectively. Soot agglomerates were observed in the hazy atmosphere of Son La, indicating flaming phase smoke emissions. However, shapeless organic particles and spherical tar balls were found more frequently (Fig. 13) as a morphological feature of particles generated during smoldering combustion in the surroundings of the Son La measurement station, also well in accordance
with higher OC/EC ratio produced by smoldering. Therefore, we may propose that submicrometer amorphous carbon spheres of tar balls, ubiquitously observed in Asian outflow with spectral absorption features of brown carbon (Alexander et al., 2008), may originate from intensive burning practices in SE Asia, such as those during dry seasons in Vietnam, as observed in this study.

With increasing smoke intensity, the abundance of Group S-rich was significantly decreased to 11.8%. Group K-rich appeared in moderate and high smoke in the PM$_1$ fraction, where K is either condensed on carbonaceous particles or generated externally mixed potassium sulfates and chlorides (Fig. 13). Since potassium in ionic form (K$^+$), acting as a BB tracer, demonstrated good correlation with the smoke intensity (Fig. 8), we may consider Group K-rich as marker of smoke microstructure during periods of intensive fires.

The larger the particle size, the smaller was the abundance of Group Soot/Organic on days of high smoke (Fig. 13), accounting for 67% in PM$_1$, 16.3% in PM$_{1-2.5}$, and 5% in PM$_{2.5-10}$ of all particles in each size fraction. On the other hand, the other mineral groups of fly ash and soil origin, Groups Ca and Si-rich, were most abundant in the coarse mode. Group Ca-rich was composed of calcium sulfates, Ca-alumino-silicates, and particles almost entirely comprised of C, Ca, and O, which could be in form of calcium carbonates, in accordance with CO$_3^{2-}$ functionalities and carbonate carbon (CC), as mentioned above. The last conclusion can be supported by the fact that Triassic soils in the Son La region contain lime (CaO), dolomite (CaMg(CO$_3$)$_2$), limestone (CaCO$_3$, in calcite and aragonite), and marlstone (CaCO$_3$) with variable amounts of clays and silt (Nam, 1995; Stahr et al., 2010; Oo et al., 2013; Stahr et al., 2013).

CONCLUSIONS

PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations were evolved from low to high smoke intensity during the spring time biomass burning season in northwest Vietnam, significantly exceeding the WHO air quality standards. The proposed parameterization of PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations with respect to smoke intensity was supported by evolution of aerosol components during the BB period. Comprehensive characterization of bulk
aerosol constituents showed the impacts of BB emissions on PM mass and composition. The Indochina region, where extensive BB occurs periodically, is responsible for an increase in the PM$_{2.5}$ and carbonaceous aerosol fractions by as much as a factor of 3, while the influence from South China, where apart from BB other sources such as industry may be active, was moderate. Minimum anthropogenic impact was observed for background concentrations ascribed to times when the air mass origin was from the marine region of the South China Sea.

Measurement of size-segregated OC, EC, anhydrosugars, and inorganic species revealed the main chemical components comprising the ambient aerosols, with the BB constituents found predominantly in submicron particles. Analyses of carbon fractions, organic and inorganic functionalities, and individual particle grouping led to conclusion that ambient aerosols have been highly affected by emissions from the smoldering combustion of wood and other local biomass species. Aerosol chemistry and specifically patterns of three BB tracers (levoglucosan, mannosan and K$^+$) indicated the dominant impacts of agricultural and domestic combustion sources during the intensive BB period.

Individual particle analyses showed that carbonaceous particles, comprised mainly of polar organic compounds internally/externally mixed with inorganic fly ash and dust, constituted a characteristic multicomponent smoke aerosol amenable for establishing smoke micromarkers in ambient aerosol.
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